
#13207, Rent - House, Belgrade, LEKINO BRDO

TYPE OF OBJECT SURFACE AREA THE PRICE UTILIZATION

DETACHED HOUSE 200 m² €1,000 CHECK AVAILABILITY

ALL OPT INDEPEN YES 2 1 3 1 YES NO NO 3

LOT (AR) BEDROOMS DAILY ROOMS LEVELS

4 4 1 PR+II

The house is located in a residential area, in a quiet street on Lekino brdo with mainly family houses. This location is well

connected to all parts of Belgrade. The house itself is alone on the plot, with a beautifully landscaped garden. House spreads

over three levels. On the ground floor there is an entrance hall which leads into a spacious living room with plenty of daylight and

a terrace facing the garden. The living room leads further to the dining room overlooking the street. The kitchen is separated and

equipped with new elements and appliances, as well as a guest toilet. The first floor has two bedrooms and a bathroom with

bathtub. The second floor has two bedrooms and a bathroom with shower. Rooms on the last floor have slopes that do not

disturb the functionality of the space. The house is equipped with a combination of modern and stylish furniture. Comfort of the

interior is provided by quality wooden furniture and ceiling and walls paneling in the attic area. The space is painted, has

lacquered parquet flooring, alarm and air conditioning. The courtyard is decorated in greenery and slightly indented from the

street to form a space for a car gate and parking space for three vehicles within the plot. Functional house in a good location,

suitable for various types of business activities.
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